Curriculum vitae of

Giorgio Impellizzieri
Areas of Expertise
LABOUR LAW
LABOUR MARKET LAW

Education
 October 2019 – Present

University of Siena
PhD candidate in Learning in social contexts and workplaces
 April 2019

Master’s degree in Law
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan
Final grade: 110/110 cum laude
- Evaluation of the Labour Law examination: 30/30
- Evaluation of the Advanced Labour Law examination: 30/30
- Degree thesis: Active policies as a worker protection tool:

comparative profiles. From the Decreto Montecchi to the Reddito di
cittadinanza.

 July 2013

Classic High School Diploma • “N. Spedalieri High School”, Catania
Final mark: 100/100

Work Experiences
 October 2019 – present

Research Apprentice
ADAPT Association
 May 2019 – July 2019

Trainee in Labour Law Firm “Chiello & Pozzoli” (Milano)

Personal Experiences
 2017 - 2019

Student representative • Integrated Academic Senate
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan
Organ composed of the Rector and the Deans of all the Catholic University
faculties. It represents the central organ of the entire University.

 2017 - present

Student representative • Consult of University
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan
Organ composed of eleven representatives of the students of all the universities
(Milan, Rome, Brescia and Piacenza), the Rector, the Ecclesiastical Assistant and
the representatives of the teachers and administrative staff.

 January 2018 - June 2018

Editor of the catalogue for the historical-critical exhibition We want
everything: 1968 - 2018 • Meeting for friendship among peoples
Interested in the youth movements, I have studied the events of 1968, in particular
the American affairs occurred in Berkeley.

 2016 - 2018

President of the Student Union Ateneo Studenti.
Student association composed of students from the Catholic University of all
faculties. His work takes different forms: from student representation to study
groups, from the organization of conferences to freshmen reception and other
cultural initiatives. An example of the responsibility of the presidency is the
leadership and the coordination of a weekly meeting during which all the student
representatives, and those who collaborate with them, discuss the progress of their
respective activities.

 2015 - 2017

Student representative • Faculty of Law Council
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan.
Organ composed by professors of the Faculty and seven representatives of the
students, belonging to different student groups, with whom I collaborated daily.

 2015

Responsible for the cultural association Comunicando
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan.
Coordination of the meetings and the work of the group, made up of about ten
young people, who used to meet weekly to discuss films and authors, deepening
themes and poetics.

 August 2013

Creator and organizer of the 7-a-side football tournament Summer
Cup, Catania
Forty-day amateur tournament with twelve registered teams. In addition to devoting
myself to managing relationships with the teams, looking for sports facilities, finding
and coordinating referees and staff necessary for the performance, I was

responsible for administering an internet site dedicated to the event, taking care of
editing the news and the report cards.

 2011 - 2013

Student representative • Council of institute
“Nicola Spedalieri” Classic High School, Catania
Elected among the four representatives of the over 900 students of the high
school.

Professional Skills






Thorough knowledge of the courses attended during the university course, with
particular reference to:
- Labour law (evaluation 30/30)
- Advanced Labour law (30/30)
- Commercial Criminal law (30/30)
- Law of Financial Markets (30/30 cum laude)
Writing articles and reports
Jurisprudential research

Language Skills
Italian (mother tongue); English (level B1, spoken and written).

IT Skills
Detailed knowledge of the Office package.

Personal and Social Skills
I am reliable and loyal: I do not say everything I think but I think everything I say. Since
I was 16 I have been student representative, I have learned to be myself with people
different from me (as for age, education or opinions) and I can work both alone and in
groups. I think I am a realistic and courageous person. My most important quality is to
get embarrassed when I list my "personal and relational skills".

Non-professional Interests
I listen to rap music, I watch the NBA, I support the soccer team Inter. I play soccer
and I practice parkour, even if I'm not very good. Once a week, for the last five years, I
have helped children study and, in return, they have helped me. My favorite movie is
Se7en; or maybe Forrest Gump; or maybe Batman the Dark Knight. If God didn’t exist,
I would believe in Kobe Bryant. I want to change the world or understand what it
means.

Personal Details
Born on 22.07.1994 in Catania
Email: gioimp@hotmail.it
Phone: (+39) 3465163088

